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Introduction 

 

The purpose of the laboratory works is to acquaint students with the main 

stages of building computer models, simulation questions, getting skills to research 

telecommunication systems using one of the modeling systems - GPSS World. 

During imitating modeling a computer simulates operation of the designed 

system. The mathematical model is implemented in the form of a computer 

program. In the result of the experiments the computer accumulates statistics, 

processes and issues the necessary information. 

The aim of the laboratory works of students is mastering the methods of 

simulating telecommunication systems, acquisition of skills in working with special 

simulation systems, such as GPSS World. 

The curriculum for this discipline provides 3 credits. 
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1 Laboratory work №1. Formation of a sequence of random binary 

numbers from a given distribution law 

 

The purpose of the work: development of programs in the algorithmic 

language (Pascal), forming a sequence of random binary numbers from a given 

distribution law.  

 

1.1 Preparation for the work 

           

          1.1.1 Study and learn the theoretical material on modeling a sequence of 

random binary numbers from a given distribution law. 

1.1.2. Study the operators and commands required for simulation modeling in 

the algorithmic language Pascal. 
 

1.2 The task for the work 

 

1.2.1 Develop a program   in the algorithmic language Pascal, forming a 

sequence of N numbers   distributed by the uniform law in the interval (a, b). 

1.2.2 Develop a program in the algorithmic language Pascal, forming a 

sequence of N numbers, distributed by the exponential law with intensity λ. 

         1.2.3 Develop a program in the algorithmic language Pascal, forming a 

sequence of   K numbers distributed by the normal distribution with a mathematical 

expectation M and standard deviation σ. 

         1.2.4 Prepare a report on the executed work where your programs in the 

Pascal language, the results of modeling and analysis of the data obtained will be 

presented. 

 

         1.3 Variants of the laboratory work 

 

          1.3.1 Variants and data for the first task. 

 

          Таble 1.1  

Variant N a b 

1 10 0 12 

2 9 2 15 

3 3 1 16 

4 5 3 18 

5 8 7 12 

6 7 5 10 

7 6 3 16 

8 9 0 10 

9 3 2 5 

10 7 1 13 

11 11 2 14 
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End of table 1.1. 

12 6 7 10 

13 5 1 8 

14 3 2 9 

15 4 1 7 
 

1.3.2 Variants and data for the second task. 

           

           Таble 1.2 

Variant N λ 

1 10 1,1 

2 9 1,2 

3 11 1,3 

4 5 1,4 

5 8 1,5 

6 7 1,6 

7 6 1,7 

8 9 1,8 

9 8 1,9 

10 7 2,0 

11 11 2,1 

12 6 2,2 

13 7 2,3 

14 8 2,4 

15 9 2,5 

 

1.3.3 Variants and data for the third task. 

 

 Таble 1.3  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Variant K M σ 

1 7 10 1,2 

2 8 9 1,3 

3 9 8 1,5 

4 10 7 2,2 

5 11 11 3,3 

6 10 12 2,6 

7 9 10 2,1 

8 7 9 1,8 

9 6 8 1,7 

10 5 7 1,6 

11 10 6 1,5 

12 9 7 1,4 
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13 5 8 2,1 

14 6 9 1,0 

15 7 10 2,5 

 

1.4 Control questions 

 

1. What actions need to be performed to obtain a sequence of random 

numbers that obey a given distribution law? 

2. By what standard function of the algorithmic language Pascal can we 

obtain a sequence of random numbers distributed uniformly in the interval (0, 1)? 

3. How to display on the graph the curves corresponding to the uniform, 

normal and exponential laws of distribution of random variables? 

4. Give a block diagram of the program for obtaining a sequence of random 

numbers distributed according to the normal distribution law. 

5. How to print out the received random numbers with a given accuracy, for 

example, 2 decimal places? 

 

2  Laboratory work №2.  Working with the interface of the GPSS World 

system 

 

 The purpose of the work: to study and master the interface of the GPSS 

World system, simulation of a single-channel QS in the environment of GPSS 

World.   

 

2.1 Preparation for the work 

 

2.1.1 Examine the main menu items of GPSS World. 

2.1.2 Examine the blocks and commands necessary for simulation on GPSS 

World, single-channel queuing system (QS). 

 

          2.2 The task for the work 

 

Develop a model of a single-channel QS on GPSS World, in which the 

intervals between arrivals of transacts are uniformly distributed in the interval (A ± 

B), the time of transact servicing is uniformly distributed in the interval (C ± D). 

Number of transacts in the model - N.  

 

2.3 The order of performance of the work 

 

2.3.1 Get the task and variant from the teacher. 

2.3.2 Develop programs and the model on the GPSS World. 

2.3.3 Debug the programs. 2.3.4 Get the simulation results. 

2.3.5 Prepare a report on the executed work where your model on the GPSS 

World, the results of modeling and data analysis will be presented. 
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          2.4 Variants of the laboratory work 

                        

  Таble 2.1 

 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

2.5 Methodological instructions for the laboratory work 

 

To start the program, double click a mouse according to the GPSSW.exe file 

in the catalog in which the system has been installed. The GPSS World main 

window system will appear (figure 2.1). 

In the first line of the main window the name of a window - GPSS World is 

specified. In the second line there are items of the main menu, the third line shows a 

standard toolbar. The bottom line of the main window is a status bar of the system 

in which a short description of the selected command is given. 

The main menu provides access to all means of the GPSS World system. 

Actually, the main menu is the main controlling center of this system. 

Consider items of the main menu. 

File menu. 

The File item serves for working with files of documents. Files of simulation 

models in the GPSS World system are recorded in the Model window and are saved 

with the .gps expansion, text files are recorded in the Text File window and saved 

with the .txt expansion. They have a text format, therefore it is easy to read and 

modify them by means of a text editor. 

Files may also contain the results of simulation. These files are created after 

preservation of contents of the REPORT window. At the same time the file will 

have the .gpr expansion. Besides, it is possible to keep the messages appearing in 

Variant N A B C D 

1 25 20 2 15 3 

2 20 21 3 16 5 

3 21 22 5 17 6 

4 22 23 6 18 4 

5 23 24 7 19 3 

6 26 25 8 20 6 

7 27 26 9 21 7 

8 31 27 10 22 8 

9 35 28 11 23 9 

10 39 29 12 24 2 

11 42 30 7 25 3 

12 43 31 8 26 4 

13 44 32 9 27 5 

14 45 33 10 28 6 

15 51 34 11 29 7 
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the course of modeling the systems. These messages displayed in the JOURNAL 

window can be saved in the file with the .sim expansion. 

 

 
 

               Figure 2.1 – The GPSS World main window 

 

The following set of items contains dropdown menus of the File item: 

- New…; 

- Open…; 

- Close; 

- Save; 

- Save As; 

- Print; 

- Internet; 

- Recent File; 

- Exit. 

When choosing the item New the dialog box New document appears. By 

means of the Model item it is possible to create a new file for simulation and a text 

file by means of the Text File item. After choosing the file type a corresponding 

window will appear: for entering the simulation system – Untitled Model 1 – or for 

creation of a text file – Untitled Text File 1. 

Edit menu. 

The choice of the Edit point opens the drop-down menu of editing. Besides 

the familiar items of Undo, Cut, Copy and Paste, it contains the following: 

- Expression Window … -  calls the Expression Window dialog box; 

- Plot Window … - calls the Edit Plot Window dialog box; 

- Insert GPSS Blocks... - calls a dialog box in which it is possible to choose, 

by click of a mouse, the necessary GPSS block (figure 2.2). 

There are 53 blocks in a dialog box. If you click on any of them, the 

appropriate dialog box will appear. Let's say you clicked on the block GENERATE, 
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then the unit template for input of necessary information will appear on the screen 

(figure 2.3). 

- Insert Experiment - opens the menu for selecting the appropriate 

experiment. 

- Settings - call a dialog box in which it is possible to define various settings 

of the system. 

 
Figure 2.2 – Dialog box Insert GPSS Blocks 

 

 
Figure 2.3 –  The template of GENERATE Block 

 

Search menu. 

The choice of the Search menu allows to carry out such actions as finding and 

correction of a mistake, moving to the necessary line, installation of necessary 

bookmarks, establishment and removal of tags in the text of the program, selection 
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of the text from the cursor to the set tag. All specified operations can be performed 

by means of commands of the drop-down menu which appears after selecting this 

point. 

 View menu. 

The choice of the View item of the main menu allows to open various 

windows, panels or the menu: 

1) Notices. 

2) Toolbar. 

3) Entity Details/ 

4) Simulation Clock. 

Command menu. 

The choice of the Command  menu opens the drop-down menu of the 

following commands: 

1) Create simulation - calls the translator and carries out translation of the 

initial model with fixing of date and time of the beginning and the end of the 

translation. 

2) Retranslate - provides retranslation of the model.  

3) Repeat last command. 

4) CONDUCT  provides an opportunity to carry out an experiment. 

5) START  provides start of the program having been translated. 

6) STEP1  provides step-by-step implementation of the program. 

7) HALT  interrupts the modeling process.  

8) CONTINUE provides modeling continuation. 

9) CLEAR returns Simulation to the initial state. 

10) RESET returns statistics into an initial state. 

11) SHOW … shows required parameters. 

12) CUSTOM … provides the user with a possibility to enter commands.  

Window menu. 

The GPSS World system allows to work with several windows effectively. 

Each model takes a separate window. One of them is active – the one with which 

the user works. The system also allows to work with several windows at the same 

time. The choice of the Window point of the main menu allows to control operation 

with several windows. Along with the known commands (Cascade, Tile) allowing 

to locate windows on a desktop in the necessary look, the menu offers the following 

commands: 

1) Simulation Window - opens the pop up menu which contains commands 

for a call of the necessary windows. 

2) Simulation Snapshot - opens the pop up menu with the list of windows of 

different pictures of simulation and the windows opened at present.  

Help menu. 

The choice of the Help menu opens the menu of the help system: 

1) Help Topics - causes the help system; 

2) About GPSS World... provides additional information about the system. 
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2.6 Control questions 

 

1. In which block are the transacts generated? 

2. What random variable is distributed according to the uniform law in the 

GENERATE block? 

3. What performance indicators can be seen in the REPORT? 

4. What information about the queue can be seen in the REPORT? 

5. How can you organize the time of the model operation? 
 

3 Laboratory work №3. Simulation of the service time in a single channel 

QS 

The purpose of the work: learn and master the ways of defining probable 

laws of distribution the intervals between the moments of arrival of transacts and 

the service time. 

 

3.1 Preparing for the work 

 

3.1.1 Study and learn the theoretical material on the use of library procedures 

to set various laws of distribution in the model. 

3.1.2 Examine the blocks and commands presented in the basic model. 

3.1.3 Examine different ways of presenting the distribution laws in blocks 

GENERATE and ADVANCE. 

 

3.2 The task for the work 
 

Develop a model of the three queuing systems (M / D / 1, M / M / 1 and M / 

G / 1) with parameters corresponding to your variant. Conduct the simulation 

process, get the results, fill in Table 3.2 with the data obtained in the form of 

histograms. 

 

3.3 The order of the work performance 

 

3.3.1 Get the task and the variant of the work from the teacher. 

3.3.2 Enter base model operators, debug, and run the program.  

3.3.3 Enter the changes in the base model in accordance with its goals. 

3.3.4 Perform the steps for your model, paragraph 3.5. 

3.3.5 Get statistics of queuing for each type of service (continuous, 

exponential and Erlang), fill in table 3.2 with obtained data. 

3.3.6  Get the simulation result as a report, histograms and a control  screen. 

3.3.7 Prepare a report on the executed work where your model, the results of 

modeling and data analysis will be presented. 
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3.4 Variants of the laboratory work 

 

Таble 3.1 

 

 

 Variant 

Average service time (sec.) 

Time of 

service 

constantly 

Time distributed by 

exponential law 

Time distributed by 

Erlang law 

1 2,1 2,5 1,1 

2 2,2 2,6 1,2 

3 2,3 2,7 1,3 

4 2,4 2,8 1,4 

5 2,5 2,9 1,5 

6 2,6 3,1 1,6 

7 2,7 3,2 1,7 

8 2,8 3,3 1,8 

9 2,9 3,4 1,9 

10 3,1 3,5 2,0 

11 3,2 3,6 2,1 

12 3,3 3,7 2,2 

13 3,4 3,8 2,3 

14 3,5 3,9 2,4 

15 3,6 4,0 1,0 
 

3.5  Methodological instructions for the laboratory work 

  

Enter the listing of the base model in the system GPSS World. 

  Tact is equal to 1/100 of a second                                      

******************************************************************* 

Transit TABLE Ml,250,250,20 

Number TABLE Q$Expon,0,1,20 

Qconstant QTABLE Constant,200,200,20 

Qexpon QTABLE Expon,200,200,20 

Qerlang QTABLE Erlang,200,200,20 

******************************************************************* 

           GENERATE   (Exponential (1,0,500) )   

           QUEUE   Constant 

           SEIZE               Facilityl 

           ADVANCE   300          

           RELEASE   Facilityl 

           DEPART   Constant 

           TERMINATE 

******************************************************************* 

          GENERATE       (Exponential(1,0,500) )         

          QUEUE               Expon  
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          SEIZE                 Facility2 

          ADVANCE        (Exponential (1,0,300))  

          RELEASE            Facility2  

          DEPART              Expon  

          TABULATE         Transit  

          TERMINATE 

******************************************************************* 

          GENERATE        (Exponential(1,0,500))           

          QUEUE                Erlang 

          SEIZE                   Facility3 

          ADVANCE          (Exponential (1,0,150))        

          ADVANCE          (Exponential(1,0,150))  

          RELEASE            Facility3  

          DEPART              Erlang  

          TERMINATE 

****************************************************************** 

          GENERATE         (Exponential(1,0,6000))     

          TABULATE         Number  

          TERMINATE       1 

  

 The program simulates one service channel by which requests are received, 

the time of receipt of which varies exponentially with an average of 5 seconds (500 

cycles). The average service time is 3 seconds (300 cycles). The average value of 

server utilization is 60%. 

It is necessary to explore the 3 modes of service time: 

1) Constant service time. 

2) Exponentially distributed service time. 

3) The time of service, distributed by Erlang law (k = 2). 

Perform the following steps: 

1) Run the simulation process for 500 minutes. 

2) Get the statistics of queuing for each type of service. 

The model consists of three segments in which transacts, respectively, have a 

constant service time, service time distributed according to the exponential and 

Erlang laws (K = 2). 

In the last additional segment transacts are distributed under the exponential 

law. They define time of modeling and reduce the end counter on average once each 

model hour. 

After the basic model is entered, it is necessary to create a modeling process. 

Select Command/Create Simulation, then choose Command/START. In the dialog 

box, change 1 to 500. 

After completing the process of simulation a report will be displayed. In order 

to save the obtained report into a file, copy it into a text editor (you will need it 

when reporting on the laboratory work). 

From this report, select the data to fill in the table 3.2. 
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The following table shows the data obtained when you started the base 

model. After the base model is changed according to your variant fill in your results 

in table 3.2. 

 

Таble 3.2 

 
Constant 

service time  

Exponential 

service time  

Erlang service 

time 

The average time of stay   

in the queue 
   

The average length of the 

queue 
   

The average waiting time 

(the average time spent in 

the queue minus the 

average service time) 

   

The standard deviation of 

the time of stay in the 

queue 

   

 

In the report on the laboratory work, it is necessary to present the histograms 

Transit, Number, Qconstant, Qexpon, Qerlang. 

To receive the above mentioned histograms you must perform Window / 

Simulation Window / Table Window, and select the appropriate histogram, e.g., 

QEXPON.   

  

 3.6 Control questions 

 

1. What is the purpose of Kendall’s notation? What is the purpose of each  

category of Kendall’s notation? 

2. What is the difference between the queuing systems of the type: M / M / 1, 

M / D / 1, M / G / 1?  

3. Which of the three QS you have studied has the best performance 

indicators? 

4. How to get the histogram of the distribution of the random variable "Time 

in queue"? 

5. What system numerical attributes (SNA) can be used to obtain histograms 

of distribution of random variables "Time spent in the system", "Current queue 

length"? 

  

4 Laboratory work №4. Research of a simple telephone system on a 

simulation model  
 

 The purpose of the work: analysis of the operating model of the automatic 

telephone exchange (ATE) and obtaining skills of using dynamic windows of the 

GPSS World system to optimize functioning of the system for a given load. 
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          4.1 Preparing for the work 

 

          4.1.1 Study the main menu items of GPSS World, necessary at work: the 

menu: Window / Simulation Window. 

4.1.2 Study the blocks and commands necessary for simulation of multi-

channel devices. 

 

          4.2 The task for the work 

 

Develop a model of a simple ATE that corresponds to your variant. To 

conduct the simulation process, get results, complete the following table (N1 and 

N2 are given for each variant), determine the optimal number of lines. 

 

Таble 4.1 

Number of 

external 

lines 

 

Number of 

calls 

Current 

time 

Utilization 

coefficient 

Average 

duration of the 

call 

2 N1    

2 N2    

3 N1    

3 N2    

4 N1    

4 N2    

  

4.3 The order of performance 
 

4.3.1 Get the task and your variant   from the teacher. 

4.3.2 Develop a model of ATE. 

4.3.3 Enter the model operators. 

4.3.4 Debug the program. 

4.3.5 Run the simulation for 200, 1000, 10,000 calls. 

4.3.6 Perform the steps p. 4.5 for your model. 

4.3.7 Get statistics to form download links, statistics of duration of completed 

calls. 

 4.3.8 Get the simulation results in the form of a report, histograms and a 

control screen. 

4.3.9 Prepare a report on the performed work and present your model, the 

simulation results, and draw conclusions. 
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4.4 Variants of the laboratory work 

 

 Таble 4.2 - Variants of tasks 

 

Vаriant 

N1 N2 Intervals 

between 

calls come in 

(s). 

Duration of 

the call (min.) 

The interval for 

the 

repeated 

call (min.) 

1 203 1000 100 ± 40 2 ± 1 3 ± 1 

2 205 1005 100 ± 45 2,5  ± 1 3 ± 2 

3 210 1010 100 ± 50 3 ± 1 4 ± 1 

4 215 1020 100 ± 55 2 ± 1,5 4 ± 2 

5 220 1030 100 ± 60 2,5 ± 1,5 4 ± 3 

6 225 1040 110 ± 40 3 ± 1,5 5 ± 1 

7 230 1050 110 ± 45 4 ± 1 5 ± 2 

8 235 1060 110 ± 50 4,5 ± 1 5 ± 3 

9 240 1070 110 ± 55 3 ± 2 5 ± 4 

10 245 1080 110 ± 60 4 ± 2 5,5 ± 1 

11 250 1090 120 ± 30 4,5 ± 2 5,5 ± 2 

12 255 1100 120 ± 35 4 ± 1,5 5,5 ± 3 

13 260 1110 120 ± 40 4,5 ± 1,5 6 ± 1 

14 265 1120 120 ± 45 5 ± 1,5 6 ± 2 

15 270 1130 120 ± 50 5 ± 2 6 ± 3 

 

4.5  Methodological instructions for the laboratory work 
  

Formulation of the problem 

The telephone system has two external lines. External calls are received every 

100 ± 60 seconds. If the line is busy, the call is repeated in 5 ± 1 minutes _ until it 

will be served. The call lasts for 3 ± 1 minute. It is necessary to enter the 

distribution of the time needed to perform a successful call to the table. How long 

does it take to complete 200 calls? 

 You need to create the simulation process. Select Command / Create 

Simulation. 

Then choose Command / START. In the dialog box, change the 1 to 200 and 

click OK. 

  Listing of the basic program.                   

************************************************************* 

 Model of phone system 

Time in minutes 

************************************************************* 

Sets                STORAGE 2 

Transit               TABLE Ml,.5,1,20            ;Tranzit time. 

                          GENERATE 1.667,1 .          ;Incoming calls. 

Again                GATE SNF Sets,Occupied ; Attempting to take the line. 
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                          ENTER Sets                         ; Making a connection. 

                          ADVANCE 3,1           ; The conversation. 

                          LEAVE Sets                          ; The release of the line. 

                          TABULATE Transit    ; Filing into a table tr. time. 

                          TERMINATE 1                     ; Removing the transact. 

Occupied          ADVANCE 5,1           ; Waiting for 5 ± 1 minutes. 

                          TRANSFER , Again              ; Retry 

 

 The modeling process is completed when 200 transacts are included in the 

block TERMINATE. This corresponds to 200 completed calls. 

After completing the process of simulation the GPSS World system displays 

the report in the report file, by default.   

The report will be automatically displayed in the window. If you close the 

window, it can be re-opened using the main menu File / Open. Then, in the drop-

down menu  File type select Report. 

From the End Time value in the standard report, we see that at the time when 

200 calls were completed, it took 359.16 minutes. Re-modeling through the use of 

random numbers will give slightly different values. 

Table named Transit provides more detailed information on how long it took 

for callers to make calls. Although the majority of callers managed in less than 9.5 

minutes, a large number of calls took longer. Perhaps, this is what causes the 

consumer’s dissatisfaction. 

 Now let's examine the final state of the simulation process that generated 

standard reports. If the simulation process has not been completed, re-translate the 

model and start it again.  If the window «Report» is opened, close it. 

We use the window «Expression» to view some of the standard numeric 

attributes. First, confirm the end time of the simulation process. Select Window / 

Simulation Window / Expression Window. 

 To enter the values in the empty field of the dialog box you need to move the 

mouse pointer to the beginning and press the left button once. Do not use the 

[Enter] key to move from one input field to another, as in this case the GPSS World 

system will decide that all values have been entered. To move from field to field, 

you can press [Tab]. Now, in the «Label» of the dialog box, type Time, and in the 

«Expression» - AC1. 

This allows us to view the current time. Click View and Memorize. 

 If the expression has been saved, you can close the window, open it again 

later, and restore all values. When saving the simulation process values in the 

«Expression» are stored with it, if they had been stored earlier. We're going to close 

the window and open it later, so, please, save this expression and all subsequent 

expressions. 

Now look at the utilization of telephone lines (in fractions of a thousand). In 

the «Label» field replace the current value by the utilization ratio. Also replace the 

current value in the «Expression»  by SR $ Sets. Click View and Memorize. 
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Finally, add the average time of use of the telephone line. In the «Label» 

replace the current value by "average length of calls," and in the «Expression» - by 

the ST $ Sets. Click View and Memorize. Click OK. 

The utilization factor is expressed in fractions of a thousand. Lines are used at  

84% of their capacity. And though there is some reserve of throughput, delays in the 

queue may become unacceptable. 

Now close the window «Expression».  

Let's open some graphic windows. Select Window / Simulation Window / 

Storages Window. 

This is a detailed overview of the window «Storages» («Memory"). Please 

note that the loading was 84%. Because of the minimum and maximum memory 

usage, we see that sometimes in the simulation there were occupied 0, 1 or 2 lines. 

Use the scroll bar at the bottom of the screen to go to the values that we're talking 

about.   

 

 

Figure 4.1 – Window «Storages» 

 

When you open the «Table», you can see a chart of duration of completed 

calls. Select Window / Simulation Window / Table Window. Since in this model 

there is only one table in the drop-down list, you will immediately see TRANSIT. 

Click OK. 

Make sure the size of your window «Table» is large enough to properly 

display the table. Here is the same information as in the standard report. As shown 

in the SNA ST «Expression», an average call duration is 3 minutes, but as seen 

from window «Table»   the average time, including re-calls is 14.27 minutes. 

Callers spend too much time on repeated calls. 
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Figure 4.2 - View of the TRANSIT table 

 

Let's see where the transacts are. Select Window / Simulation Window / 

Blocks Window. This is the window «Blocks».  

 

 
 

Figure 4.3 – Window «Blocks», showing the TRANSFER block  

 

Note that 15 people are waiting for that call. Let's look at the history of the 

entries to the blocks in the column «Entry Count».   

Pay attention to the number of transacts, entering into the block  ADVANCE. 

All of them were waiting to call back, i.e, 561. In this case only 200 calls were 

made. See the box «Blocks» and use the function key [F5], which allows us to make 

a step in the modeling process. Press it 15 or 20 times. Many callers call again when 

re-discover that all the lines are busy and have to wait again to call. 
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Back to the overview of the modeling process using graphical windows. 

Close all opened windows except the windows «Blocks», «Journal» and «Model». 

Re-open the window «Expression» with the values that we had saved earlier 

and add a call number, which is also the number of the active transact. Select 

Window / Simulation Window / Expression Window. Replace the current value in 

the «Label» dialog box by the numbers of calls. And in the «Expression» - by XN1. 

Click View and Memorize. 

Before you open the window, we need to restore all the saved expressions 

that were introduced, when we opened the window for the first time. Select each 

expression and press View. 

Finally, when all the expressions are restored, click OK. 

Now delete transacts and clear the gathered statistics. From the main menu, 

select Command / CLEAR, and then select Command / Custom ...and type rmult 1. 

We reset the random number generator number 1, as the CLEAR command 

does not do it. This is necessary if you want to provide the starting point of the flow. 

Thus, even if you use other commands not listed in the manual, then after using the 

CLEAR command we will see the same results during this process of modeling. In 

the «Blocks» aim your mouse pointer over the last block in the model (block 

TRANSFER). Click on the block TRANSFER and on the icon «Place».   

Next, arrange the windows «Blocks», «Journal» and «Expression» so that 

they were visible. Select Command / START. In the dialog box, replace 1 by 1000, 

NP, and then click OK. 

The simulation process is stopped at the first attempt of transact to enter the 

block TRANSFER. This indicates that the caller cannot reach. Continue running the 

modeling process. Press [F2]. Perform this step 4 more times, each time the 

simulation process will be suspended because of the stop condition. 

The modeling process will continue to stop every time a caller has to wait. 

You will see the trace messages in the «Journal», which shows the number of 

suspended transacts. Since in this model there is only one block GENERATE, then, 

by the number of the transact you can see how often callers have to wait and 

whether there are callers waiting for a second time. 

Now remove the stop condition. In the «Blocks» click TRANSFER in the 

block item and press «Remove». Then close the windows "Blocks"   and 

«Expression»   

Now we will observe the performance of the simulation process using the 

window «Storages» in the overview mode. From the main menu, select Window / 

Simulation Window / Storages Window, and then, in order to disable the detailed 

overview, select View / Entity Details. 

 Now let's see how to construct a diagram of call delays. Select Window / 

Simulation Window / Table Window. In this case, there is only one table, so it’s  

name is already in the drop-down list. Click OK. 

Continue running the modeling process. Press [F2]. 

Table named Transit is actually a dynamic chart that can be viewed at any 

time. It shows that most people are not serviced immediately. Obviously, the 

individuals, who have found that the lines are busy, won’t be happy. After finishing 
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viewing, close the windows «Table» and «Storages», and let the process of 

simulation be completed. 

What if we increase the number of lines? Let's model four lines instead of 

two. 

 Before you redefine the object, you must use the command CLEAR. Select 

Command / CLEAR, and then select Command / Custom .... In the dialog box, type 

Sets Storage 4 and press [Enter], type rmult 1 in the following line. 

Click OK. 

In this way, the number of telephone lines is redefined. You can do this in 

any open window. This action will be recorded in the window «Journal» for 

viewing later, provided it is left open. 

Let's see what happens. Select Command / START. In the dialog box, replace 

1 by 1000, NP, and click OK. 

The utilization coefficient of telephone lines has become much smaller. Let 

us chart the duration of calls. Select Window / Simulation Window / Table 

Window. Since we have only one table, its name has already been selected in the 

drop-down list. Click OK. 

In the «Blocks» window, a detailed review shows that there were no entries in 

the block TRANSFER, and that means that there were no recalls. Four lines are 

much better than two. 

Change the number of lines to 3 and compare the results. Select Command / 

CLEAR, then select Command / Custom .... Next, in the dialog box, type Sets 

Storage 4.   
Thus, we will change the number of telephone lines to 4. Press [Enter]. In the 

next prompt, type rmult 1,  and click OK. 

Let's see what happens. Select Command / START. In the dialog box, type 

1000 and click OK. 

You might want to open the «Blocks». It seems that the three telephone lines 

are quite effective. Brief study of the report shows that only 57 callers had to call 

back.  

Enter your parameters into the basic model, repeat all the proposed actions, 

copy the resulting report on the simulation in a text editor, get the required 

histograms, make analysis of the results of your work, complete the report. 
  
 

4.6 Control questions 

 

1. What objects of the hardware category GPSS are used for modeling a 

telephone network containing "n" lines, one line? 

2. What blocks are necessary for modeling the operation of a multichannel 

device? 

3. In what mode does the TRANSFER block work in the program? 

4. How many lines should there be in the network under study to provide the 

required quality of service and to be economically feasible? 

5. What is the purpose of the "Expression" window? 
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5 Laboratory work №5. Research of a private telephone exchange on a 

simulation model  

 

The purpose of the work: analysis of the working model of a private ATE 

and gaining skills in the use of dynamic windows of the GPSS World  system for 

optimizing functioning of the system for a given load. 

 

5.1 Preparation for the work 

 

5.1.1 Explore the items of the main menu of the GPSS World, necessary at 

work: the menu: Window / Simulation, Window / Table / Storage / Expression /. 

5.1.2 Explore the blocks and commands necessary in the model. 
  

 5.2 The task for the work 

 

Study the basic model of a simple ATE, practice work with the base model 

using dynamic windows. Make changes in the base model according to your 

variant. Conduct the simulation process to get results and make analysis and draw 

conclusions.  

 

5.3 The order of performance 
  

5.3.1 Determine the utilization coefficient of the operator, signal 

indicators/alarms, internal and external lines, parallel phones. 

5.3.2 Determine the number of internal and external calls handled every 

minute. 

5.3.3 Determine whether there is enough internal and external lines, signal 

warning indicators/alarms. 

5.3.4 Get the simulation result in the form of a report, histograms and a 

control screen. 

5.3.5 Prepare a report on the work performed and present your model, the 

simulation results, draw conclusions. 

 

5.4 Variants of tasks 

 

Таble 5.1   

 

Variant 

Number of parallel 

phones 

Number of 

internal lines 

 

Number of 

external lines 

Number of 

alarms 

1 100 20 31 5 

2 105 21 30 6 

3 115 22 29 7 

4 120 23 28 8 

5 125 24 27 9 
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6 130 25 26 4 

7 135 26 25 5 

8 140 27 24 6 

9 145 28 23 7 

10 150 29 22 8 

11 155 30 21 9 

12 160 31 20 5 

13 165 32 25 6 

14 170 33 26 7 

15 175 34 27 8 

 

5.5  Methodological instructions for the  laboratory work 

 

A private telephone exchange has 200 parallel phones, 30 extensions, 30 

trunks, 8 alarms and 1 operator. On average, calls last for 150 seconds and are 

normally distributed with a standard deviation of 30 seconds. The time between 

arrival of external calls is in inverse proportion to the number of parallel phones 

(2500 divided into the number of parallel phones) is distributed under the 

exponential law. The time between receipts of internal calls is in inverse proportion 

to the number of free parallel phones (divide 1260 into the number of free parallel 

phones plus 1). The direction of these calls can be internal (66.6%) and external 

(33,3%). The calls arriving from internal phones need no operator. Internal calls 

require a signaling device and an internal line, external calls require an external line. 

When you call 15% of parallel phones are occupied, 20% - don't answer. 

The time demanded for signaling is equal to 7±2 seconds; for a call via a 

parallel phone - 6±2 seconds. A caller listens to the signal "engaged" for 4+1 

seconds. Work of the operator takes 9±3 seconds. 

It is necessary to simulate work of a private telephone exchange for 1 hour, 

and also: 

1) to define efficiency of the operator, signaling devices, internal and external 

lines, parallel phones; 

2) to define quantity of the internal and external calls processed every minute. 

4) to define, whether there is enough internal and external lines, signaling 

devices. 

The listing of the basic model. 

 

Transit TABLE M1,20,20,20 

Extensions STORAGE 200 

Extlines STORAGE 30 

Intlines STORAGE 30 

Signals STORAGE 8 

Operator      STORAGE 1 

******************************************************************* 

* The definition of variables 

Internal           VARIABLE 1260/(l+R$Extensions) 
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External          VARIABLE 2500/(R$Extensions+S$Extensions) 

* Tables of calls quantity 

Callsint           TABLE S$Intlines,2,2,20 

Callsext           TABLE S$Extlines,2,2,20 

******************************************************************* 

* The calls arriving from internal phones are generated. 

                  GENERATE   (Exponential (1,0 ,V$Internal)), 0 ,20   ;Int. calls. 

         ENTER     Extensions                 ; Picking up a telephone. 

         QUEUE           Inside                  ; Queue on the alarm. 

         ENTER     Signals                       ;Alarm is occupied. 

         DEPART         Inside                         ; The output from the queue. 

         ADVANCE     7,2           ; Time for signaling. 

         LEAVE      Signals         ; Alarm is released. 

         TRANSFER     .333,,Intout      ;44% calls to external lines.                                                   

Intint           TEST GE         R$Intlines,1,Breakoff ; Checking the availability. 

          ENTER      Intlines                 ; The internal line is occupied. 

          ADVANCE      4,1   ; An inspection is carried out. 

          TRANSFER     .15,,Busy       ;Some paral. phones are occupied. 

Aline           ENTER       Extensions                ;Others are not. 

          ADVANCE       6,2                  ; Time to call on a paral. telephone. 

         TRANSFER .2,,Nogood                  ;20% don’t answer. 

         ADVANCE (Normal (2,150,30))    ; The duration of a call. 

Nogood       LEAVE             Extensions        ;Paral. phone is released. 

Busy            LEAVE             Intlines         ;Internal line is released. 

         TRANSFER ,Breakoff 

* Model of calls from internal to external phone line. 

Intout          TEST GE R$Extlines, 1 ,Breakoff ; Is the external line available? 

         ENTER             Extlines             ;External line is occupied. 

          ADVANCE  4,1           ;Time to check on occupation. 

         TRANSFER .200,,Nobody  ;20% are occupied. 

         ADVANCE           6,2                         ;Time to answer. 

         TRANSFER .200,,Nobody               ;20% don’t answer. 

         ADVANCE (Normal (2,150 ,30) )  ; The duration of a call. 

         TABULATE Transit        ; Recording transit time. 

Nobody        LEAVE             Extlines          ;External line is released. 

Breakoff      LEAVE             Extensions       ;Paral. phone is free. 

         TERMINATE 

****************************************************************** 

 * Processing external calls. 

         GENERATE  (Exponential(1,0,V$External))         ; External calls. 

         TEST GE R$Extlines,1,Nonefree   ; Is the external line available? 

ENTER   Extlines;   The external line is occupied. 

          QUEUE  Outsider;   Queue to the operator. 

          ENTER  Operator;   The operator is occupied. 

          DEPART  Outsider;   The Exit from queue. 
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          ADVANCE   9,3;   The Operator serves a call. 

          LEAVE  Operator;   The Operator is released. 

          ADVANCE   4,1;   Are phones occupied? 

          TRANSFER.15,,Engaged;   Some paral. phones are occupied.. 

          ENTER             Extensions            ;Phone is occupied 

         ADVANCE             6,2                          ;Time for call. 

         TRANSFER   .200,,Noperson             ;20% don’t answer. 

         ADVANCE (Normal(2,150,30))      ; The duration of a call. 

         TABULATE             Transit         ; Recording transit time. 

Noperson     LEAVE             Extensions        ; Paral. phone is free. 

Engaged      LEAVE             Extlines             ; External line is released. 

Nonefree    TERMINATE 

         GENERATE              3600                ; transacts every hour. 

         TERMINATE            1                ; counter completion. 

         GENERATE               60                ; transacts every minute. 

        TABULATE               Callsint      ; number of internal calls. 

        TABULATE               Callsext       ; number of external calls. 

        TERMINATE 

  

 This model consists of several segments. After determining the memories, 

tables and variables in the model there follow three more segments. Transacts in the 

upper segment represent internal calls, transacts of the second segment are external 

calls, transacts of the third segment count calls that occur each minute, and define 

the execution time of the simulation process by reducing completion counter by unit 

per one simulated hour. 

Running the simulation process.  

Select Command / Create Simulation   and Command / START   Since we 

want to use 1 as the value of the completion counter, click OK in the dialog box. 

The modeling process will be completed when the transact enters the block 

TERMINATE 1, which represents 1 hour of work. 

After completion of the modeling process the GPSS World outputs the report 

in the file of the report set by default. Analyze the obtained results.   

 Efficiency of the operator, signaling devices, internal and external lines, 

parallel phones made 69%, 12%, 41%, 44% and 15% respectively. 

The average quantity of internal calls made 9.47, and external - 14.17 

(selection was made each modelled minute). Information is taken from the section 

of the standard report devoted to tables. 

From the efficiency factors it is obvious that the configuration of lines is 

sufficient for such quantity of calls. External lines are mostly used. It is interesting 

to find out, whether increase in number of external lines will lead to considerable 

reduction of delay time of calls. Anyway sufficiency of the system capacity in case 

of significant increase in a traffic is under doubt. If such change of a traffic is 

possible, then it is necessary to experiment with increase in the quantity of calls and 

the correcting actions. 
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Now let's examine the final state of the simulation process that generated 

standard reports. If the simulation has not been completed, the model will 

retranslate and start it again. 

Open several graphic windows. Select Window / Simulation Window / Table 

Window. In the drop-down list of the dialog box, select TRANSIT. Click OK. 

Each window «Table" provides information about one of the Q-table or tables 

defined in the model. Table GPSS named TRANSIT shows the distribution of run-

time calls. It averaged 174 seconds. Let's look at the following table. 

 

 

Figure 5.1 –TRANSIT table 

 

Choose Window/Simulation Window/Table Window. In the dropping-out list 

of the dialog box choose CALLSINT. Press OK. 

 

 

Figure 5.2 –CALLSINT table 
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The table GPSS with the name CALLSINT shows distribution of internal 

calls in the course of modeling (selection was made each modelled minute). 

Select Window/Simulation Window/Table Window. Table CALLSEXT is 

already selected in the dropping-out block of the dialog box, press OK. 

 

 
Figure 5.3 –CALLSEXT table 

 

 The table GPSS called CALLSEXT, shows distribution of external calls in 

the process of modeling every minute. 

Now, have a look at the use of resources. Choose Window/Simulation 

Window/Storages Window/. Storages Window shows the statistics connected with 

the operator, parallel phones, external and internal lines, signaling devices. Of all 

equipment the set of external lines was most frequently used. You can increase the 

window size to see all information. The memory representing the operator shows us 

that the operator was occupied at 69% of time (circled in figure. 4). 

 

 

Figure 5.4 – Storage window 
  

Before re-starting the modeling process, close the opened windows. 

Remember that it is best of all to hold opened only those windows which you 

actively use. 
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Let’s look at how queues will change with receipt of calls. Select 

Window/Simulation Window/Blocks Window.   

We can also observe various values during the process of modeling. 

Select Window/Simulation Window/Expression Window. The Edit 

Expression window opens. 

For entering the value in an empty field of the dialog box it is necessary to 

place the mouse pointer in its beginning and to press once the left button. Don't use 

the key [Enter] for transition from one entry field to another as in this case GPSS 

World will decide that all values have been entered. For moving from one field to 

another it is possible to use the key [Tab]. Now, in the field "Label" of the dialog 

box, type Time, and in the field "Expression" - AC1. 

 Press the buttons View and Memorize. 

 If the expression has been memorized, it is possible to close this window, to 

open it again later and to restore all values. If the process of modeling was saved   

the values in the Expression window would also be saved if they had been 

memorized earlier. In the field "Label", instead of the current value, type: 

- Internal lines; 

- in the field "Expression", instead of the current value, type S$Intlines; 

- press the buttons View and Memorize. 

In the field "Label", instead of the current value, type External lines. 

In the field "Expression", instead of the current value, type S$Extlines. Press 

the buttons View and Memorize. 

We will also watch parallel phones. In the field "Label", instead of the current 

value, type "Parallel phones". In the field "Expression", instead of the current value, 

type S$Extensions. Press the buttons View and Memorize. Press OK. 

Now we will start the process of modeling and track values in the Expression 

window, and also observe the quantity of entrances to blocks in the “Blocks” 

window. Be sure that you have placed the windows so that you can see the 

corresponding parts of both windows. To do this it is best to minimize the window 

«Model», and then to place the window «Expression» in the lower left corner above  

the window «Blocks». 

Select Command / START and, in the dialog box, instead of 1, type 15.  

 

 5.6 Control questions 

 

1. Specify modes of operation of TRANSFER blocks in the program. 

2. Are internal and external lines, signaling devices, parallel telephones 

sufficient for efficient operation of the system? 

3. What is the average and maximum time for making calls? 

4. Determine the average number of busy external and internal lines. 

5. How effectively are the available resources used (internal and external 

lines, signaling devices, operator)? 
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6 Laboratory work №6. Study of the telephone network on a simulation 

model 

 

The purpose of the work: analysis of the model of a telephone network,  

obtaining skills in the use of dynamic windows of the GPSS World system.    

 

6.1 Preparation for the work 

 

6.1.1 Explore the main menu items of the GPSS World system, necessary in 

the work: Window / Simulation Window / Table / Storage / Expression. 

6.1.2 Study the blocks and commands required in the model. 

 

             6.2 The task for the work 

 

Study the basic model of the telephone network, practice to work with the 

base model using dynamic windows. Make changes to the base model according to 

your variant. Conduct the simulation, get the results, do the analysis and draw 

conclusions.  
  
6.3 The order of performance 

 

6.3.1 Get the task and your variant from the teacher. 

6.3.2 Implement input of the operators of the basic model. 

6.3.3 Debug the program. 

6.3.4 Perform steps p.6.5.for your model.   

6.3.5 Determine the utilization coefficient of the communication lines, the 

average value of the lines used for the simulation period. 

6.3.6 Determine the number of waiting calls at the end of the simulation, the 

average number of calls waiting during the simulation time, the average call waiting 

time. 

6.3.7 Display the graph of the relationship between these parameters 

(according to the variant). 

6.3.8 Get the simulation result in the form of a report, charts and an 

operational screen. 

6.3.9 Prepare a report on the completed work and present your model, the 

simulation results, draw conclusions. 

 

6.4 Variants of the laboratory work. 

 

Table 6.1 

Variant The x-axis 

Х 

The y-axis 

У 

1 simulation time The number of occupied lines 

2 simulation time The number of free lines 

3 simulation time Network utilization 
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4 simulation time The average number of occupied 

lines 

5 simulation time The average time on the same line 

6 talking Time The number of waiting calls 

7 talking Time The minimum length of the queue 

8 talking Time The maximum length of the queue 

9 talking Time The average length of the queue 

10 talking Time Average waiting time 

11 The average number of occupied 

lines 

The residence time of the call in a 

network 

12 The average length of the queue The residence time of the call in a 

network 

13 Number of active transacts Busy line 

14 Number of active transacts Time of conversation 

15 Number of active transacts The residence time of the call in a 

network 

 

 6.5  Methodological instructions for performing the laboratory work 

 

 Consider a telephone network, having 50 subscriber lines, taking into 

account that at a time there may be involved no more than 10 connections between 

subscribers. Each subscriber can connect with others, if its input link and the input 

line of the called party are free. Of the 50 lines for communication any two free 

lines can be used. It is necessary to simulate the telephone network for 1000 calls. 

Intervals between calls and call duration are distributed exponentially. It is 

envisaged that the first 15 calls form a transition process in the network, and the 

data will not be taken into account in the simulation. 

 It is necessary: 

 1. To determine the utilization coefficient of the communication lines, the 

average value of the lines used for the simulation period. 

2. Determine the number of calls waiting at the end of the simulation, the 

average number of calls waiting during the simulation time, the average waiting 

time of the call. 

3. Display the graph of the relationship between these parameters (according 

to your variant).  

          Here’s the listing of the basic model 
 

          POISS    FUNCTION RN1,C24 

0.0,0.0/0.1,0.104/0.2,0.222/0.3,0.355/0.4,0.509/0.5,0.69/     ; Function of intervals 

0.6,0.915/0.7,1.2/0.75,1.38/0.8,1.6/0.84,1.83/0.88,7.12/        ; between calls 

0.9,2.3/0.92,2.52/0.94,2.81/0.95,2.99/0.96,3.2/0.97,3.5/ 

0.98,3.9/0.99,4.6/0.995,5.3/0.998,6.2/0.999,7/0.99997,8  

                    GENERATE 12, FN $ POISS;               Generation of call 

TEST GV $ FREELN, 2, ABND;   The system is full? 

ASN1 ASSIGN 1, V $ LINE;   Number of the input line 

                    GATE LR * 1, ASN1;   checking if the line is occupied 
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ASN2 ASSIGN 2, V $ LINE;   Selecting a destination communication 

TEST NE P1, P2, ASN2;   Does the target coincide with the input? 

LOGIC S * 1,   set the input busy. 

TRANSFER BOTH ,, BLKD;   Wait for connection 

GETL ENTER LNKS;   Establish communication 

GATE LR * 2, BUSY;   Employment Verification 

LOGIC S * 2;   Set the destination busy 

ADVANCE 120, FN $ POISS;   Conversation 

LOGIC 1 R *;   Set free entrance 

LOGIC 2 R *;   Set the destination free 

LEAVE LNKS;   To release communication 

CKCH TEST G CH $ WAIT, 0, MTRM; Are there any waiting calls? 

GATE LR 1, GETF;   Is input available? 

UNLINK WAIT, GETL, 1,2,1;  Checking the list 

MTRM TERMINATE 1 

GETF UNLINK WAIT, GETL, 1;  connect the first in the list 

TRANSFER, MTRM 

ABND TERMINATE;  To refuse the call 

BLKD LINK WAIT, P1;  Add to list 

BUSY LOGIC R * 1;  Release the line 

LEAVE LNKS;   To release communication 

TRANSFER, CKCH; 

LNKS STORAGE 10;  Number of connections 

LINE VARIABLE X $ NRLINES # RN1 / 1000 + 1 Select Line 

FREELN VARIABLE X $ NRLINES-2 # S $ LNKS-CH $ WAIT; Number of free line 

                     INITIAL X $ NRLINES, 50; The number of lines for communication 

                     START 15, NP;  15 passages 

                     RESET;  Reset Statistics 

                      

Running the simulation process. 

It is necessary to create the simulation process. Select Command / Create 

Simulation. 

Then select Command / START. When the dialog box appears, change the 

value of 1 to 1000, and then click OK. 

 After completing the process of modeling the GPSS World displays a report 

in the report file set by default. 

The report will be automatically displayed in the window. If you close the 

window, it can be re-opened using the main menu File / Open. Then select Report in 

the drop-down menu «File type». From End Time value in the standard report we 

see that by the time when 1000 calls have come to the network, 14975.179 minutes 

have passed. Re-modeling through the use of random numbers will give slightly 

different values. 

 Using the data presented in the report, prepare answers to the first two 

questions of the task. Because only 10 connections can be simultaneously involved 

in the network, the number of simultaneous connections is presented as a multi-

channel unit (MCU) LNKS, and is described by the operator STORAGE. 

Run the simulation process again. Select Window / Simulation Window / 

Storages Window. Then select Command / START. When the dialog box appears, 

replace the value of 1 by 1000, and click OK.   
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You will see a detailed overview of the window «Storages». Please note that 

the loading makes 64%. Here you can define the minimum, maximum and average 

number of the lines used.  

In order to display the graph of the relationship between the set parameters, 

perform the following steps: 

1) Select the Command / Create Simulation. 

2) Select Window / Simulation Window / Plot Window. 

3) Fill in the dialog box and click OK (figure 6.1). 

4) Run the simulation process by selecting Command / START. When the 

dialog box appears, replace the value 1 by 1000, and click OK. 

 For example, if it is necessary to determine the relationship between the 

current time and the number of connections, it is necessary to fill in the dialog box 

as shown in Figure 6.1.   

 From the End Time value in the standard report, we see that by the time 1000 

calls will come to the network 14975,179 minutes will have passed. Therefore, in 

the dialog box, we choose Time Range value equal to 16000 min. Time will change 

on the abscissa axes, limit value - 16000. The number of communications during 

modeling will be fixed on the ordinate axes, we know that the maximum number of 

communications equals 10. In the dialog box, set the Min Value - 0, and Max Value 

- 10. After paragraph 4 is be performed, the screen will look like Figure 6.1.   

 Now we need to create the simulation process one more time. Select 

Command / Create Simulation. 

Then choose Command / START. When the dialog box appears, replace the 

value 1 by 1000, and click OK. After that you will see the simulation process in the 

«Plot». 

 

 
Figure 6.1 – «Plot Window» dialog window 
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                               Figure 6.2 - «Edit Plot» window 

 

Your report should include not only the answers to the questions and 

charting, but also include analysis of the results. 

 

 
  

                      Figure 6.3 – «Plot» («Graph») window 
 

6.6 Control questions 

 

1. What are the ways to get non-uniformly distributed random variables in the 

GPSS environment? 

2. What are the functions in the GPSS used for? 
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3. How are the functions defined? Types of functions. 

4. How is a variable in GPSS defined? 

5. What is the way to get a graphical representation of the change in 

parameters over time? 

  

7 Laboratory work №7. Simulation of operation of a call office   

  

The purpose of the work:  Simulation of a call office operation in the GPSS 

World environment. 

 

7.1 Preparation for the work 

 

7.1.1 Study the main menu items of the GPSS World system, necessary in the 

work: Window / Simulation Window / Table/ Edit / Setting 

7.1.2 Explore the blocks and commands needed in the model 

 

7.2 The task for the work 

 

Study the basic model of call offices, train to work with the base model using 

dynamic windows. Make changes in the base model according to your variant. 

Conduct the simulation process, get the results, carry out analysis and draw 

conclusions.  
  
7.3 The order of performance 

 

7.3.1 Get the task and your variant from the teacher. 

7.3.2 Implement input of the basic model operator. 

7.3.3 Debug the program. 

7.3.4 Make changes in the basic model in accordance with its goals. 

7.3.4 Perform steps of paragraph 7.5 for your model.  

7.3.5 Determine the load factor of the call offices.  

7.3.6 Determine the number of calls waiting at the end of modeling, the 

average number of calls waiting during the simulation time, the average waiting 

time of the call. 

7.3.7 The maximum, average, and the current number of visitors in the call 

office; the number of waiting visitors at the end of the modeling. 

7.3.8 The average time of service in the public call office.  

7.3.9 Collect statistics on the specified (according to the variant) value and 

present the result in the form of a histogram. 

7.3.10 Get the simulation result in the form of a report, histograms and a 

control screen. 

7.3.11 Prepare a report on the completed work in which present your model, 

the simulation results, and draw conclusions. 
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7.4 Variants of the laboratory work 

 

Таble 7.1 
Variant 

number 

Number 

of 

phones 

Interval 

between 

visitors 

Time of  

payment 
Time of 

conversation 
Waiting 

time 

Histogram 

parameters 

1 5 1,65 ± 1 1,1 ± 0,1 4,1 ± 1,15 3,2 ± 1,0 Time of  

payment 

2 4 1,67 ± 1,1 1,2 ± 0,2 4,2 ± 1,16 3,1 ± 1,1 Length of 

queue to the 

cashier 

3 3 1,69 ± 1,2 1,3 ± 0,3 4,3 ± 1,17 3,3 ± 1,2 Waiting time 

in the queue 

4 9 1,71 ± 1,3 1,4 ± 0,4 4,4 ± 1,18 3,4 ± 1,3 Number of 

occupied 

phones 

5 7 1,73 ± 1 1,5 ± 0,5 4,5 ± 1,19 3,5 ± 1,4 Number of 

free phones 

6 8 1,75 ± 1,1 1,6 ± 0,6 4,6 ± 1,20 3,6 ± 1,5  Time of 

staying 

in the office 

7 6 1,77 ± 1,4 1,7 ± 0,7 4,7 ± 1,21 3,7 ± 1,6 Time of  

payment 

8 10 1,79 ± 1,2 1,8 ± 0,8 4,8 ± 1,22 4,0 ± 1,7 Length of 

queue to the 

cashier 

9 5 1,81 ± 1,3 1,9 ± 0,9 4,9 ± 1,23 3,8 ± 1,8 Waiting time 

in the queue 

10 4 1,83 ± 1,1 1,7 ± 0,7 5,0 ± 1,24 3,9 ± 1,9 Number of 

occupied 

phones 

11 3 1,87 ± 1,5 1,3 ± 0,3 5,1 ± 1,25 4,1 ± 1,92 Number of 

free phones 

12 9 1,89 ± 1,2 1,2 ± 0,2 5,2 ± 1,26 4,2 ± 1,96  Time of 

staying 

in the office 

13 7 1,82 ± 1,1 1,1 ± 0,3 5,3 ± 1,27 4,3 ± 1,94 Number of 

occupied 

phones 

14 8 1,84 ± 1 1,4 ± 0,6 5,4 ± 1,28 4,4 ± 1,95 Number of 

free phones 

15 6 1,86 ± 1,3 1,5 ± 0,2 5,5 ± 1,29 4,5 ± 1,93  Time of 

staying 

in the office 

 

7.5  Methodological instructions for the laboratory work 

 

Description of the object of modeling.  

Consider the work of the negotiating point for K subscribers. The interval 

between arrivals of visitors varies between A ± B minutes. Payment time of each 
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call is C ± D min., and length of conversation on the phone is E ± F min. The flow 

of visitors coming to the negotiating point is uniform. Time of call waiting  is M ± 

N min. The time of conversation of the parties, call payment and call waiting obeys 

the uniform distribution law. If all the phones are busy in the call office, the visitor 

is waiting until one of them is free.  

 It is necessary: 

1) To determine the load factor in the negotiating point. 

2) To determine the number of calls waiting at the end of modeling, the 

average number of calls waiting during the simulation time, the average waiting 

time of the call. 

3) To determine the maximum, average, and the current number of visitors in 

the negotiating point.   

4) To define the average time of service in the negotiating point.   

5) To collect statistics on the specified (according to the variant) value and 

present the result in the form of a histogram. 
  
 Listing of the basic model. 

 

Punkt             STORAGE     4 

Transit           TABLE           M1,0.5,1,30 

                       GENERATE  1.85, 1 

Povtor            GATE SNF Punkt, Zanyt 

                       ENTER          Punkt 

                       QUEUE         Ocher_kassir 

                       SEIZE            Kassir 

                       DEPART       Ocher_kassir 

                       ADVANCE   1.5,0.4 

                       RELEASE     Kassir 

                       ADVANCE   4.4,1.35 

                       LEAVE          Punkt 

                      TABULATE  Transit 

                      TERMINATE 

Zanyt             ADVANCE   3.5,1.1 

                       TRANSFER       , Povtor 

                       GENERATE   480 

                       TERMINATE 1 

                       START 1 

Running the simulation process. 

Before simulation it is possible to set display   of those parameters of 

modeling which are necessary. For this purpose select Edit/Settings. There will 

appear a dialog box in which it is possible to set the necessary output parameters. 

For the imitating model of a public telephone call office, the dialog box can be 

presented as in figure 7.1. Presence of a tick shows that this information will be     

displayed in the window of modeling results. We need information on the following 

objects: queues, channels of service, multichannel device (MCD) and histograms. 
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                                Figure 7.1 – Window «SETTINGS» 
 

 It is necessary to create the modeling process. Select Command/Create 

Simulation. Translation of the initial model will start, and then follows its 

performance, as in the program there is an operating command START providing 

automatic implementation of the program. 

After completing  the  modeling process the GPSS World displays the report 

in the file of the report set by default.   

This report will be automatically displayed in the window. If you close the 

window, it can be re-opened by means of the command of the main File/Open 

menu. Then, in the dropping-out list "File type" select Report.   

From End Time value in the standard report we see that the time of modeling 

made 480 min., as it was set in the program. The number of the visitors who paid 

for conversation is 260. Repeated modeling through the use of random numbers will 

give slightly different values. 

Using the data presented in the report, prepare answers to the first four 

questions of the task. 

The report on the laboratory work must include a histogram Transit for the 

base model.  

To receive a histogram for the base model, you need to perform Window / 

Simulation Window / Table Window. 

A dialog box appears with the name of the histogram for the base model 

(figure 7.2) 

After you click on the OK button, the screen will display a histogram (figure 

7.3). 

 Enter the data of your variant into the basic model, create a modeling process 

once again, prepare answers to the first four questions of the task. 
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                 Figure 7.2 – Window «Open Table Window»  

 

Now you need to construct the histogram for the parameter specified in your 

variant. Information for creation of the histogram is collected by means of the 

operator TABLE. Therefore it is necessary to make changes in the second line of 

the program where there is the operator. You can change the name of the histogram. 

In the field of the first operand insert SNA of your variant. To fill other fields of 

operands, it is necessary to find out the extent of change of the parameter of your 

concern in the report. After that start the simulation process once again: 

Command/Create Simulation. Then select Window/Simulation Window/Table 

Window. There will be a dialog box (figure 7.3) with the name of your histogram, 

click on the OK button. 

 

 
 

Figure 7.3 –«Transit» histogram 

 

 7.6 Control questions 

 

1. What is the average time spent by a visitor at the call office? 

2. What is the maximum length of the visitor's stay at the call office? 
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3. Which SNA are used in the statistical tables to characterize the random 

variables "Length of the queue to the cashier", "Time of the visitor's stay at the call 

office"? 

4. How to determine the maximum, average and current number of visitors at 

the call office? 

5. What is the purpose of the menu item SETTINGS? 

 

8 Laboratory work № 8. Simulation of functioning of a local hub 

 

The purpose of the work: this work is dedicated to the analysis of 

functioning of a local hub as a queueing system. 

 

8.1 Preparation for work 

 

8.1.1 Study operation of the local hub. 

8.1.2 Study blocks and commands required in models.  Study the rules of 

creation of library random number generators in the GPSS World. 

 

8.2 The task for the work 

 

Create the models of hubs on GPSS World with different laws of distribution 

of packages service time. Carry out the modeling process, receive results, draw 

conclusions. 

 

8.3  The order of performance 

 

8.3.1 Receive the task and variant of work from the teacher. 

8.3.2 Develop 3 simulation models on GPSS World for the following 

systems: M/M/1, 2 1)) M/G/1, 3) M/D/1.  Use data of the variant from table 8.1. 

8.3.3 Debug programs. 

8.3.4 Research  all systems at low (arrival rate 𝜆 is 0,4 from  service rate) and 

high (arrival rate 𝜆 is 0,99 from service rate) occupancy. Record values of the 

average waiting time of a package in queue, the average length of queue and 

efficiency (utilization factor) of the hub for each system at the minimum and 

maximum values 𝜆. 

8.3.5 Draw conclusions on influence of type of service on the length of the 

queue and load of the system. 

8.3.6 Construct diagrams of dependence of queue length on service time at 

both loads. The diagrams are constructed for one of the three systems according to 

the variant. Enter numerical values for creation of diagrams in table 8.2. Carry out 

analysis of the received results. 

8.3.7 Prepare the report on the performed work where present the models, 

results of modeling, draw conclusions. 
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 8.4 Variants of  laboratory work   

 

Table 8.1 – Options of individual tasks 

Var

iant 

Model 1 

M/M/1 

Model 2 

M/G/1 

Mosel 3 

M/D/1 

 Model for 

creation of 

schedules  

(item 8.4.6) 

Average  

service  time  

То, мс 

 Distribution law of  

service  time 

Service  

time  

То, мс 

 

1 
2,5  Normal distribution with 

М=2,5 мс and 𝜎 =0,5 мс 

2,5 M/M/1 

2 
2,8 Normal distribution with 

М=2,8 мс and 𝜎 =0,6 мс 

2,8 M/G/1 

3 
2,9  Normal distribution with 

М=2,9 мс and 𝜎 =0,3 мс 

2,9 M/D/1 

4 
2,6  Normal distribution with 

М=2,6 мс and 𝜎 =0,8 мс 

2,6 M/M/1 

5 
3,0  Normal distribution with 

М=3 мс and 𝜎 =0,5 мс 

3,0 M/G/1 

6 
2,4  Poisson's distribution with 

average value 2,4 

2,4 M/D/1 

7 
2,2  Poisson's distribution with 

average value 2,2 

2,2 M/M/1 

8 
3,2  Poisson's distribution with 

average value 3,2 

3,2 M/G/1 

9 
3,5  Poisson's distribution with 

average value 3,5 

3,5 M/D/1 

10 
2,7 Poisson's distribution with 

average value 2,7 

2,7 M/M/1 

11 
4,0  Poisson's distribution with 

average value 4 

4,0 M/G/1 

12 
3,6  Poisson's distribution with 

average value 3,6 

3,6 M/D/1 

13 
2,0 Poisson's distribution with 

average value 2,0 

2,0 M/M/1 

14 
3,3  Normal distribution with 

М=3,3мс and 𝜎 =1,2 мс 

3,3 M/G/1 

15 
4,3  Normal distribution with 

М=4,3мс and 𝜎 =0,55 мс  

4,3 M/D/1 
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Table 8.2 – Dependence of queue length on service time. 

Serial 

number 

of a run 

of the 

program 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Service 

time To, 

мс 

          

Queue 

length at 

𝜆 =0,4µ, 

packages  

          

Queue 

length at 

𝜆 
=0,99µ, 

packages  

          

 

 8.5  Methodological instructions for the laboratory work 
 

The local hub represents the simplest network device which provides 

coherence of nodes of one rank within a network segment. 

Difference of the hub from other telematic devices is low utilization in 

comparison with productivity of the hub and application of the separated resources, 

such as computing processor, memory and data buses. 

In case of simulation of the local hub it is necessary to   base on a queueing 

system model which includes one incoming flow, one channel of service and 

unlimited queue. On D. Kendall's notation such system is designated as G/G/1. 

 In all models considered in the laboratory work time between the arriving 

requests obeys the exponential law of distribution. The arrival rate is the number of 

arrivals per unit time, λ. The average time of service t and μ=1/t – service rate.  The 

utilization equal to  λ/ μ. The arrival rate  is accepted equal to 0,4 from service rate 

(at low utilization) and 0,99 from service rate (at high) utilization. 

 In the M/M/1 model service time obeys the exponential distribution law with 

the average value T0= 1/µ. 

In the M/G/1 model service time obeys the distribution law specified in table 

8.1 depending on the variant. If  service time obeys the normal distribution law, 

then it is necessary to accept service rate, as equal to inverse value of average time 

of service ( mathematical expectation M)  µ=1/M. 

At distribution of service time according to Poisson's law service rate is 

determined by the formula µ=1/T0 , where T0 - the average time of service. 

In the M/D/1 model service time is constant and µ=1/ То.. 
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8.6 Control questions 

 

1. What is the difference between the models you have developed? 

2. How did you use the library functions in the GENERATE and ADVANCE 

blocks? 

3. At what distribution law of service time are there the longest queue length 

and waiting time in the queue? 

4. Is the queue length limited in time?  

5. Explain the principle of constructing the dependence of the queue length 

on the service time based on the information in the REPORT. 

 

 9 Laboratory work №9.  Simulation of functioning of a local switch 

 

The purpose of the work: research of operation of local switches in case of 

low and high utilization. 

 

9.1 Preparation for work 

 

9.1.1 Study operation of the local switch. Study items of the main menu of 

the GPSS World system necessary for performance of the work.   

9.1.2 Study the blocks and commands needed in models. 

 

9.2 The task for the work 

 

Develop models of switches on GPSS World in case of different laws of 

distribution of time of service of requests and different number of channels. Carry 

out the process of simulation in case of low and high utilization of systems, receive 

results, draw conclusions. 

 

9.3 The order of performance 

 

9.3.1 Get the task and variant of work from the teacher. 

9.3.2 Develop 6 simulation models on GPSS World for the following 

systems: 1) M/M/2, 2) M/M/3, 3) M/G/2, 4) M/G/3, 5) M/D/2, 6) M/D/3. When 

writing models use the data of your variant from table 9.1. 

9.3.3 Debug programs. 

9.3.4 Research all systems at low and high arrival rate 𝜆, equal respectively to 

0,9 and 2,4 of service rate µ. Fill the results of simulation in the tables 9.2 - 9.4.   

9.3.5 Draw conclusions on the influence of the type of service and the 

number of the used channels on the queue length, delay duration, time of stay in the 

system and utilization of the system. 

9.3.6 Prepare a report on the performed work, where present the models, 

results of simulation, draw conclusions. 
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9.4 Variants of the laboratory work 

 

Table 9.1 – Variants of individual tasks 

Variant 

Models 

M/M/2 and 

M/M/3 

Models  

M/G/2 and M/G/3 

Models 

M/D/2 and M/D/3 

 The average time 

of service in each 

channel  То, мс 

 The distribution law of  

service time in each 

channel 

The  time of 

service in each 

channel То, мс 

1 
2,5  Normal distribution with  

М=2,5 мс and 𝜎 =0,5 мс 

2,5 

2 
2,8  Normal distribution with  

М=2,8 мс and 𝜎 =1,6 мс 

2,8 

3 
2,9 Normal distribution with 

М=2,9 мс and 𝜎 =1,3 мс 

2,9 

4 
2,6  Normal distribution with 

М=2,6 мс and 𝜎 =0,8 мс 

2,6 

5 
3,0  Normal distribution with  

М=3 мс and 𝜎 =0,5 мс 

3,0 

6 
2,4 Poisson's distribution 

with average value 2,4 

2,4 

7 
2,2 Poisson's distribution 

with average value 2,2 

2,2 

8 
3,2  Poisson's distribution 

with average value  3,2 

3,2 

9 
3,5 Poisson's distribution 

with average value 3,5 

3,5 

10 
2,7 Poisson's distribution 

with average value  2,7 

2,7 

11 
4,0 Poisson's distribution 

with average value  4 

4,0 

12 
3,6 Poisson's distribution 

with average value 3,6 

3,6 

13 
2,0 Poisson's distribution 

with average value  2,0 

2,0 

14 
3,3 Normal distribution with 

М=3,3мс и 𝜎 =1,2 мс 

3,3 

15 
4,3 Normal distribution with 

М=4,3мс и 𝜎 =0,55 мс  

4,3 
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Table 9.2 – Figures of merit of operation of M/M/N switches in case of 

different utilization 

Systems Intensity of an 

entrance 

stream, pac/ms 

 Average 

length of 

queue   

Average 

time of a 

delay 

Average 

time of stay 

in system  

 Average 

utilization 

of the switch 

M/M/2  

 
𝜆1=0,9 µ     

𝜆2=2,4 µ     

M/M/3 

 
𝜆1=0,9 µ     

𝜆2=2,4 µ     

 

Table 9.3 – Figures of merit of operation of M/G/N switches in case of 

different utilization 

 Systems  Intensity of an 

entrance 

stream, pac/ms 

Average 

length 

of queue   

Average 

time of a 

delay 

Average 

time of stay 

in system 

Average 

utilization 

of the switch  

M/G/2  

 

𝜆1=0,9 µ     

𝜆2=2,4 µ     

M/G/3 

 

𝜆1=0,9 µ     

𝜆2=2,4 µ     

 

Table 9.4 – Figures of merit of operation of M/D/N switches in case of 

different utilization 

Systems  Intensity of an 

entrance 

stream, pac/ms 

 Average 

length of 

queue   

 Average 

time of a 

delay 

Average 

time of stay 

in system  

Average 

utilization 

of the switch  

M/D/2  

 
𝜆1=0,9 µ     

𝜆2=2,4 µ     

M/D/3 

 
𝜆1=0,9 µ     

𝜆2=2,4 µ     

 

9.5  Methodological instructions for the laboratory work 

 

Description of the object of simulation. 

The switch allows to process, unlike the hub, several sessions in parallel. The 

simulation model shall include several simultaneously operating single-channel 

devices or a multi-channel servicing device. 

In case of simulation of the local switch which doesn't have restrictions for 

queue length it is necessary to use the queueing system model which includes one 

incoming flow, one or several channels of service and unlimited queue. On D. 

Kendall's classification such a system is designated as G/G/N. 

  

 9.6 Control questions 

 

1. How does the number of channels used affect the queue length? 
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2. Do the performance indicators of a multi-channel facility change when the 

law of distribution of service time changes? 

3. Under what distribution law of service time there are the best performance 

indicators of the network node being researched? 

4. How does increasing the intensity of the input flow affect the average delay 

time and the average queue length? 

5. How does the load of MCF (multi-channel facility) change with the 

increase in the intensity of the input flow? 

 

10 Laboratory work №10. Simulation of the local switch in the presence 

of finite and infinite queues  

 

The purpose of the work: research of operation of local switches with finite 

and infinite queues in case of low and high utilization. 

 

10.1 Preparation for work 

 

10.1.1 Study operation of the local switch with finite and infinite queues. 

10.1.2 Study the principle of creation of simulation models on the GPSS 

World  with arrival of several incoming flows at the servicing device. 

 

10.2 The task for the work 

 

Develop models of local switches on the GPSS World with finite and infinite 

queues. Accept intensity of arrival of requests as equal to 0,2 and 0,4 from the 

intensity of service. Develop models providing simulation of arrival of several 

incoming flows. Carry out the simulation process, get results, draw conclusions on 

the quality of operation of different systems. 

 

 10.3  The order of performance 

 

10.3.1 Get the task and your variant  from the teacher. 

10.3.2  Develop 4 simulation models on GPSS World for the following 

systems:  

a) M/M/N/k; 

b) M/M/N/∞; 

c) 2/M/N/k;  

d)  2/M/N/∞. 

When writing the models use the data of your variant from table 10.1.  

10.3.3 Debug programs. 

10.3.4 Research and compare the main indicators of quality of work of the 

M/M/N/k and M/M/N systems / ∞ at the low and high load equal to 0,2 and 0,4 

from intensity of service respectively. The maximum length of queue k and 
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parameters of systems are accepted according to your option (Table 10.1). Enter the 

results of modeling in table 10.2. 

10.3.5 Construct diagrams of change of average queue length depending on 

service time for the M/M/N/k and M/M/N systems / ∞ at both loadings. Enter the 

results in table 10.3. 

10.3.6 Compare the main indicators of quality of work of systems 2/M/N/k 

and  2/M/N/∞ .Fill in table 10.4. 

10.3.7 Construct diagrams of change of average time of waiting in the queue 

on service time for systems  2/M/N/k and  2/M/N/∞  at both loadings. Fill in the 

results in table 10.5. 

10.3.8 Prepare the report on the performed work, where  present the model, 

results of modeling, draw conclusions. 

 

 10.4 Variants of the laboratory work 

 

Table 10.1 – Variants of individual tasks 

Variant N k µ 𝜆11 𝜆22 

1 2 20 0,51 0,21 0,30 

2 3 25 0,45 0,24 0,15 

3 4 39 0,55 0,28 0,22 

4 2 30 0,66 0,32 0,10 

5 3 40 0,46 0,26 0,12 

6 4 45 0,77 0,31 0,25 

7 2 37 0,45 0,16 0,23 

8 3 50 0,44 0,13 0,30 

9 4 32 0,58 0,24 0,30 

10 2 44 0,90 0,45 0,33 
11 3 52 0,56 0,34 0,12 

12 4 38 0,44 0,27 0,11 

13 2 46 0,67 0,36 0,20 

14 3 22 0,50 0,23 0,22 

15 4 28 0,67 0,24 0,16 

 

Table 10.2 – Quality of service indicators for switch types M/M/N/  and  

M/M/N/k in case of  different utilization 

Systems  Average 

arrival rate 

 Average 

length of 

queue   

 Average 

time of a 

delay 

Average 

time of stay 

in system  

Average 

utilization 

of the switch  

M/M/N/

 
 

𝜆1=0,2 µ     

𝜆2=0,4 µ     

M/M/N/k 

 
𝜆1=0,2 µ     

𝜆2=0,4 µ     
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Table 10.3 – Dependence of queue length on service time of switches M/M/N 

/ ∞ and M/M/N/k in case of different utilization 

System Serial number 

of a run of the 

program  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Service time 

To, мс 

          

M/M/N/

 
 

Queue length 

at 𝜆=0,2µ, 

packages 

          

Queue length 

at 𝜆=0,4µ, 

packages   

          

M/M/N/k 

 

 Queue length 

at 𝜆=0,2µ, 

packages 

          

Queue length 

at 𝜆=0,4µ, 

packages 

          

 

Table 10.4 – 2/M/N/

2/M/N/k 

System Average 

length of 

queue   

 Average 

time of a 

delay 

Average time of 

stay in system  

Average  

utilization 

of the switch  

2/M/N/

 
 

    

    

2/M/N/k 

 

    

    

 

Table 10.5 - Dependence of queue length on service time of switches 

2/M/N/ 2/M/N/k 

System Serial number 

of a run of the 

program 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Service time 

To, мс 

          

2/M/N/

 
 

Queue length           
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2/M/N/k 

 

Queue length 

 

          

 

10.5  Methodological instructions for the laboratory work 

 

In case of high utilization of local switches there can be losses caused by the 

fact that the buffer of memory of the network interface card is overflowed. To use 

the queuing theory for the analysis of such a telematic system, it is necessary to 

introduce restriction for queue length in the queuing system. 

On  Kendall's notation such a queuing system is designated as G/G/N/k where 

k – queue length. In case of the unlimited size of the buffer k = ∞.  

In the presence of several entering flows of requests the system is designated 

as n/G/N/k. 

The arrow over the character corresponds to a multivariate case. For example, 

the character of   in the first position corresponds to service of n of the 

elementary flows of calls with different parameters. 

When writing the M/M/N/k and M/M/N models / ∞ take the parameters of 

systems from table 10.1 in which the following designations are accepted: 

N - number of the channel of service; 

k – queue length; 

µ - intensity of service. 

Accept intensity of the incoming flow as equal to 0,2 µ and 0,4 µ. 

In models 2/M/N/k and  2/M/N/∞    arrival rate 𝜆 is determined by the 

formula:  

 

 𝜆 = 𝜆11+ 𝜆22, 

 

where 𝜆11 – arrival rate  of the 1st incoming flow, 

𝜆22  - arrival rate  of the 2nd incoming flow. 

All flows are Poison’s flows. Arrival rates are set in table 10.1. 

 

 10.6 Control questions 

 

1. Which QS is described in Kendall's notation as  �⃗⃗⃗� 2/M/N/k ? 

2. What is the property of the Poisson call flow used in the construction of QS 

models of the type  �⃗⃗⃗� 2/M/N/k ? 

3. Is there difference in the average queue length with low and high QS load?  

4. At what intensity of the input flow does the length of the queue change 

significantly? 
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